Demographic and clinicopathological features and long-term results of pediatric cases diagnosed with pilomatrixoma
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Abstract

Objectives: In this study, we present our experience with pilomatrixoma in pediatric patients.

Patients and methods: Between January 2013 and January 2023, a total of 86 children (29 males, 57 females; mean age: 10.8±4.2 years; range, 1 to 18 years) who were diagnosed with pilomatrixoma based on histopathological examination of excisional biopsies were included. Demographic characteristics of the patients, symptoms, location of lesions, radiological imaging results and pathology reports were obtained from the medical records.

Results: The number of patients under the age of 10 diagnosed with pilomatrixoma was 29 (33.7%), while there were 57 (66.2%) patients between 10 and 18 years of age. Eighty-three (88.3%) of our cases were in the form of a single nodule, and three (11.6%) were in the form of multiple nodules. In terms of tumor localization, 38 (42.6%) were located in the head and neck region, 29 (32.5%) in the upper extremities, 14 (15.7%) in the trunk and eight (8.9%) in the lower extremities. One patient (1.1%) was reoperated due to recurrence during postoperative follow-up.

Conclusion: Pilomatrixoma should be surgically excised, as it can be confused with other subcutaneous tumors usually seen in children and adolescents. Its ability to show malignant transformation over time should not be overlooked.
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Pilomatrixoma, Malherbe’s calcified epithelioma, is a benign soft tissue tumor originating from pluripotent matrix cells of hair follicles.[1] This tumor was first described by Malherbe and Chenantais[2] in 1880 as a calcified tumor consisting of sebaceous glands. It was defined to originate from hair follicle matrix cells by Lever and Griesemer[3] in 1949. In 1961, Forbis and Helwig[4] named this tumor pilomatrixoma. The tumor appears as slow-growing, firm and mobile masses located under the skin. Although the true
incidence is unknown, there are studies reporting incidence between 0.03 and 0.1%.\[5\] It is mostly seen before the age of 20 and is more common in women with a ratio of 3:2 compared to men.\[6\] It is mostly observed in the head and neck region (50%), less frequently in the trunk, arms and legs.\[5\] Treatment is simple excision. Definitive diagnosis is made after histopathological evaluation. Rare and malignant forms of the tumor have been described in the literature. These malignant forms, called pilomatrix carcinoma, metastasize to lung, bone, brain, skin, lymph node and abdominal organs.\[7\]

In the present study, we aimed to share our experience with pilomatrixoma, a rare skin tumor that can transform into a malignant type over time and is frequently seen in the childhood age group.

**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

This single-center, retrospective study was conducted at University of Health Sciences, Eskişehir City Hospital, Department of Pediatric Surgery between January 2013 and January 2023. A total of 86 children (29 males, 57 females; mean age: 10.8±4.2 years; range, 1 to 18 years) who were diagnosed with pilomatrixoma based on histopathological examination of excisional biopsies were included. Demographic characteristics, symptoms, location of lesions, radiological imaging results and pathology reports were obtained from the medical records. In addition, it was noted whether the patients had recurrence during follow-up. Positive pathological report was based on the presence of ghost cells (ghost or shadow) in the tissue examined, pathognomonic for pilomatrixoma, and calcium deposition in parenchymal tumor cells and/or connective tissues.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using the IBM SPSS for Windows version 26.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Continuous variables were expressed in mean ± standard deviation (SD), while categorical variables were expressed in number and frequency.

**RESULTS**

The patients presented with the complaints of subcutaneous, firm, mobilizable and well-circumscribed nodules. While the number of the patients under the age of 10 diagnosed with pilomatrixoma was 29 (33.7%), there were 57 (66.2%) patients between 10 and 18 years of age. No other concomitant disease was detected in the patients. Routine hematological examinations and superficial tissue ultrasonography (USG) were performed in all patients after admission. Regularly-contoured isoechoic lesions containing hyperechoic structures and thickening of the surrounding skin and subcutaneous tissues were found in most of the patients who underwent superficial tissue USG. Advanced radiological imaging methods were not needed due to the localization of the lesions. Eighty-three (96.5%) of our cases were in the form of a single nodule and three (3.5%) were in the form of multiple nodules (two in the neck and back region, one in the anterior thoracic wall and lower extremity). In terms of tumor localization, 38 (42.6%) were located in the head and neck region, 29 (32.5%) in the upper extremities, 14 (15.7%) in the trunk, and eight (8.9%) in the lower extremities (Table 1).

Following the necessary preoperative preparations, surgical total excision was performed for all of the lesions. In terms of tumor diameter, 63 (73.2%) were between 1 and 3 cm, while the rest were less than 1 cm in size. On histopathological examination, ghost cells (ghost or shadow) and foreign body inflammatory granulation tissue around the tumor, which are pathognomonic for pilomatrixoma, were observed in all cases (Figure 1).

In early lesions, ghost cells mixed with keratin (eosinophilic cells without nuclei resulting from the keratinization of basaloid cells) and small cystic tumor islands lined with basaloid cells were seen. Cells in the islands had a circular configuration, cells with basophilic nuclei were located at the periphery and shadow cells without nuclei were located in the center. In late lesions, peripheral basaloid cells were not usually seen, but calcification and sometimes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Localization</th>
<th>Number of lesions</th>
<th>Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Head and neck</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Upper extremity</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low extremity</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>89</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ossification were frequently detected due to necrosis (Figure 2).

No malignant transformation was detected in any of the lesions with histopathological examination. In the postoperative period, all of the patients were called for check-ups every three months, for an average of one year. During postoperative follow-up, recurrence was detected in one patient (1.1%) three months after the operation and reexcision was performed.

**DISCUSSION**

Pilomatrixoma is a slow growing, subcutaneous benign tumor that is usually mobilizable. Lesions may be soft and cystic in the early stages, but are characteristically firm and well circumscribed in the later stages. In cases where the lesion is very superficial, it may have dark red shade, vivid blue or black discoloration, similar to overlying skin telangiectasia or hemangioma. Our patients mainly complained of mostly painless hard swellings. Pilomatrixoma has biphasic age distribution. It was reported that 40% of these tumors are seen under the age of 10, and more than 60% are seen in the first two decades of life. About 40% of lesions are seen in the sixth and seventh decades. In our study, 66.2% of the cases were between the ages of 10 and 18. Pilomatrixoma is most common in the head and neck region (40 to 77%), while the remainder are seen in the upper extremities, trunk and lower extremities at decreasing rates. It is usually detected as a single lesion, and multiple lesions have been reported with rates of 2 and 10%. Gardner syndrome, myotonic dystrophy, Steinert's disease, and pilomatrixoma with sarcoidosis were identified, although no significant correlation was established between these diseases and pilomatrixoma. In our study, while the lesions were mostly found in the head and neck region, multiple nodules were detected in only three cases. There was no other accompanying disease in the history and clinical evaluations of our patients. Although trauma and infection may play a role in the etiology, it is not known exactly. Pilomatrixomas may develop as a result of a pause in the cycle of hair follicles. Beta-catenin mutation mapped in the 3p22-p21.3 gene locus was found in 75% of pilomatrixomas, but its exact role is still unknown. In our patients, no etiological factor was determined. Although differential diagnosis varies according to the localization of the tumor, sebaceous cyst, ossifying hemATOMA, branchial debris, preauricular sinus, lymphadenopathy, chondroma, giant cell tumor, dermoid cyst, degenerated fibroxanthoma, lipoma, and foreign body reactions should be considered. Although USG, CT and MRI can be preferred for radiological differential diagnosis, pilomatrixoma does not have a clear pathognomonic feature. Calcified foci on plain X-ray films and a well-defined, round hyperechoic mass with a posterior dense acoustic shadow can be detected with USG. Large tumors or unusual locations may require cross-sectional imaging with computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance.
imaging (MRI) for appropriate surgical intervention planning. Internal reticulation and patch-shaped areas are seen in the mass, which is observed as a calcified area under the skin on CT, and high-signal bands can be observed in the T2 sequence on MRI. Superficial tissue USG performed in the preoperative period revealed subcutaneous, well-circumscribed, hyperechoic masses in our cases. No further radiological examinations were required.

Fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) may be helpful in diagnosing pilomatrixoma cases. The presence of ghost cells, calcium deposits, nucleated squamous cells and basaloid cells in the aspiration material is diagnostic. However, even experienced cytologists can incorrectly diagnose carcinoma. Therefore, total excision of the tumor and histopathological examination are essential for definitive diagnosis. Pilomatrixoma is a well-circumscribed tumor located in the dermis and subcutaneous tissue, surrounded by connective tissue, and is separated from the epidermis by a band of fibrous tissue. This fibrous layer creates the illusion of sticking to the skin, but there is actually no connection between the tumor and the epidermis. Tumor sizes usually vary between 0.5 and 3 cm, but tumors over 15 cm were also reported. Tumor sizes in our patients ranged from 0.4 cm to 2.5 cm. On histopathological examination, pilomatrixomas consist of well-organized cell islands. In these islands, basaloid cells with preserved nuclei in the periphery and ghost or shadow cells in the center are arranged in a circular manner. The transitional cells between these two cell groups are apoptotic cells that would turn into ghost cells. Ghost cells form as a result of keratinization of the basaloid cells and the number of ghost cells increases with the age of the lesion, while basaloid cells may disappear completely. Granulomatous inflammation, foreign body giant cells and calcification are common findings in pilomatrixomas. In the histopathological examination of our cases, ghost cells mixed with keratin in the middle (eosinophilic cells without a nucleus formed as a result of keratinization of basaloid cells) and small cystic tumor islands lined with basaloid cells were seen in the early lesions. Peripheral basaloid cells were not usually seen in late lesions. In these lesions, the tumor usually consisted of ghost cells and keratin. The prognosis of pilomatrixomas is usually good and the recurrence rate after total excision is very low. Recurrence was observed in one 16-year-old patient among our cases. There are very few studies about the malignant transformation of pilomatrixoma and its incidence is not known exactly. Malignant transformation was detected more frequently in males, and the mean age of incidence was calculated as 45. Careful histological study is required to exclude malignant forms. In malignant forms, larger epithelial cell component, undifferentiated basaloid cells cluster, atypical cells, blood vessel and capsular tissue invasion are seen. Cases with malignant transformation were named calcified epithelial carcinoma of Malherbe or pilomatrix carcinoma. If the tumor adheres to the overlying skin or has an ulcerative form, the skin tissue overlying the lesion should also be excised. The histopathological findings of our cases who underwent excisional biopsy were consistent with typical pilomatrixoma and did not contain malignant transformation.

The limitation of this study is that the data are retrospective. All procedures were performed in a single institution and the number of patients was limited, allowing descriptive rather than comparative analyses.

In conclusion, pilomatrixoma is usually a benign tumor and total excision can be curative. However, histopathological and clinical features should be carefully evaluated in these cases not to miss the malignant form that carries the risk of metastasis.
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